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Show Reviews Full Specs Includes Updated Digikit Content. Category Digital Photo Software Subcategory Photo Editors of Windows XP Operating Systems/ Vista/7/8 Additional Requirements No File Size 390.3MB File Name ESDPK-FL01U-DWN13-CraftArtist-Compact-EN. Exe Total Downloads9,889 Downloads Last week 18 License Model Free Limits Not available Free
Message About problem Page 2Page 3Page 4 Choose from different templatesCreate your own pages of any size, or choose from a variety of ready-made thematic templates. High quality, photorealistic content to make your pages using a variety of realistic decorations, including ribbons, buttons, background and material documents, and intelligent photo frames that will
automatically snap to fit your photos. Outstanding EffectsFree Brushes allow you to add glitter and stitches to your page. Decorate any edge with a brush and use fun digital stencils that work just like the ones you'll find in craft stores. Download the designs to the DaisyTrailJoin the DaisyTrail community and share your projects with friends and family for free. You can share design
tips with other members of The ArtArtist Compact for all craft and printing projects. It's an easy-to-use but powerful alternative to other complex design programs that aren't designed for crafting. CraftArtist contains many unique crafting tools, such as stencils and scissors, as well as competent photo editing capabilities. DSA Compact combines photorealistic, digital content with
powerful tools and effects to create results that look as realistic as traditional handwritten notes. CraftArtis Compact is ideal for home computer users as well as traditional scrapbookers who want to create photobooks, notes, greeting cards, invitations and souvenirs without having to spend a dime on physical materials. PROSTons design optionsRealistic kind of
embellishmentsEasy to use THEG communityCONSNo photo editor featureNo PDF exportCan get expensive quickly with digikits onlineNeed sign up to download thisFree Downloadfor Windows If you've already tried to convert your digital photos into a physical book, you've probably realized that most digital scrapbooking software basically makes light desktop publications. But
Serif CraftArtist 2 Professional ($39.99) is nothing but light. This scrapbooking app looks like Photoshop ($9.99 Annual Plan for Creative Cloud Photography, paid monthly by Adobe) and is packed full of tools to create heavily decorated scrapbooks or generate modern-looking photobooks. All of these tools mean that this app is not for beginners or people looking for a service that
can you have a finished book. I had no problem installing CraftArtist on my Windows 7 laptop. The app also supports Windows 8, Vista and XP. I noticed that the app is very sluggish during the launch. Once you start working, the experience is pretty seamless. I'm impressed that despite the slow start, the app has an amazingly capable auto-save and recovery recovery Building
your Scrapbook like Panstoria Artisan 4, CraftArtist offers numerous types of projects ranging from photobooks to greeting cards. You can start working on the project of your choice by choosing a template or starting from scratch. This is actually a bit misleading, since CraftArtist will eventually ask you to choose the theme and layout for your project anyway. This process is
confusing, and I prefer Foto.com a simple editor approach focused on the final product you want to print. Depending on how you act, CraftArtist can automatically post images for you to customize as you see fit. Or you can choose themes to create a more customizable note page per page. You can easily rotate images freely and adjust images within frames, all from small controls
to each image. The aspects for images are blocked by default, so you may want to want the contents of your heart without fear of distortion. Craftsman, and especially Foto.com web tool, allows you to upload images from social networks; not so CraftArtist 2, which restricts you to locally stored images. Arstisan also has a great and unique ability to sort a list of images regardless of
whether they are already in your project. CraftArtist simply notes the photos in your book with a green check; it can't sort the list. CraftArtist does, however, include some really amazing features such as material that you can cut into any shape you like. It also has a huge array of brushes you can use to draw directly into your project, including more quirky ones like patterns to make
zippers and chains. You can even apply effects and styles to images, frames, and objects on the screen. Annoyingly, it's not always clear how your chosen effect or style works or what it will do until you've done it. As editors of 'Choice MyMemories Suite 5' (on Amazon) and Artisan, CraftArtist uses sets of jewelry, themes and templates. Just like with other note apps, I was
confused by these bundles-called Digikits in CraftArtist, which you can download at prices ranging from free to $15. Although these kits are important for using CraftArtist, I found it difficult to figure out how to install them. In addition, CraftArtist has repeatedly prompted me to reset the same Digikit several times. Annoying. Photo Editing CraftArtist 2 has by far the most reliable
photo editor of any scrapbooking program I've reviewed. Like Artisan 4, CraftArtist allows you to edit hue and curves, but goes further with variants of levels, HSL, Gaussian, depth of field, and more. This is in addition to dozens of photo effects. Impressively, all of these options are fully edited. There's also fast For dusty or scratched images as well, giving your old shots a new
lease on life. CraftArtist also gets credit for being the first red eye repair tool I checked that actually works. I'm surprised by the huge number of photo effects included in CraftArtist 2. For example, you can cut a cut images and place them on the page as separate objects. The downside is that CraftArtist's photo editing module has a rather intimidating interface with lots of tabs and
buttons similar to professional image editing software like Photoshop. There's definitely a learning curve here. Print and Export Unlike most other digital scrapbooking programs I've reviewed, CraftArtist is not supported by professional typography. This is a big problem for those looking for a seamless scrapbooking experience. The only options are to print your home or export your
project in the form of a BMP, JPG, PNG, SVG, TIF or WDP file. You can also export it as a PDF and send the finished file to the printing house yourself. Starting ScrapbookingSerif CraftArtist 2 Professional is a wonderful piece of software. It has all the features that you could wish for and more. I'm particularly impressed because it looks and feels capable, like high-end photo
editing software, at a fraction of the price. But he doesn't get the Editors' Choice award because he lacks a photo printing service to deliver a professionally printed product to your doorstep. It's also not for beginners and surprisingly reliant on downloadable extras even for basic features. If you are comfortable with professional image editing software and want to go your way on an
album project, Serif CraftArtist 2 Professional is an excellent choice. Otherwise, look at the highly automated Foto.com or our choice of editor-in-chief, MyMemories 5. Check out the promotions on Amazon MSRP's $39.99 Plus Unprecedented Collection layout and photo editing tools. A large collection of downloadable content. Great customization tools. Automatic settings and
settings. View the additional cons of No print service available. Awkward downloadable procedure content. Serif CraftArtist 2 Professional has all the tools you could wish for to create a digital note and then a few dozen more. But this app is not for beginners and it will not allow you to buy physical versions of your scrap creations. Best Photo Print Chooses Further Reading Reading
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